BOTH SIDES
of the Divide

If the property rights of all Montanans are not protected, no one’s rights are protected

Background

The Flathead Reservation
Water
Compact
was
questionably ratified by the
Montana legislature in 2015,
and since then it’s been a
dark cloud hanging over the
state.
Not only did Montana divide
its citizens on this issue, it
deliberately hid the compact’s details within a 1,500
page document that most
legislators never read, or
had they done so, understood. Ultimately big money
and politics won the day,
laying the foundation for
generations of litigation over
2/3 of the state.
Our Congressional delegation has complained about
the “price tag”, but its details are far worse than its
multi-billon dollar cost!
For as much as the federal,
state and tribal governments
failed their citizens, the
compact they endorse remains controversial and suspicious. After all, Montanans
are far more discerning than
they give us credit for.
Arising out of this failure is
a grassroots solution: The
People’s Compact, written
and supported by citizens
seeking to decisively resolve
what has become Montana’s
most divisive issue.
This publication explains a
fair and equitable solution to
a decades old grievance of
the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes (CSKT),
that includes an appropriate
settlement, as well as a
proper quantification of their
federal reserved water rights
at long last!
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THE PEOPLE’S WATER COMPACT

Finally a fair and equitable solution for all!
Mission Valley, MT

An alternative water compact has been
written and circulated that is fair and
equitable to all parties, tribal members, landowners and taxpayers.
The new compact will unite Montanans because it offers a workable solution and carries a far more reasonable
cost. It is a no nonsense, practical solution where all sides win!
What is the People’s Water Compact?
The People’s Compact throws off the
chains of a controversial, divisive, and
failed effort by government to resolve
the federal reserved water rights of the
United States / CSKT, by replacing
both SB262 and S3013 with a fresh
new solution. Its cornerstones include
a settlement of the only remaining
Court of Claims grievance made by the
tribe in 1951, paired with a generous
and reasonable quantification and settlement of the federal reserved water
rights of the CSKT and Flathead Irrigation Project.
The People’s Compact is a simple, precise and easy to read document that:
PROTECTS existing water rights of
all Montanans, including Eastern
Montanans.
RESPECTS the water rights of individual tribal members
PROVIDES tribal members with a
fair settlement payment paid directly to
them as opposed to billions of dollars
placed in a hidden fund out of their
reach.
ACKNOWLEDGES past transgressions by the United States against

Photo: DOI/ BIA 1920 Flathead Irrigation Project

CSKT ancestors by settling their 70 year
old grievance related to Flathead Irrigation Project water.
STAYS within the constraints of the
Constitution and the rule of law.
RESPECTS equal protection and due
process under the law for all citizens.
FUNDS development of the tribal water
right, and rehabilitates the irrigation
project for the benefit of both tribal fisheries and irrigators.
LEAVES basins in western Montana
open for future growth and development.
DISMISSES all “off reservation” claims
because there is no foundation in the law
or the tribe’s treaty for such claims.
QUANTIFIES and limits the claims of
the CSKT to the purposes of the reservation.
Where governments have failed, the burden of resolution has now fallen on citizens, and they have delivered a solution
that benefits the people, not government
bureaucrats. The People’s Compact provides a workable and final solution for
the benefit of the people, by the people.

Concerned Citizens of Western Montana—paid for by private citizens who support the People’s Compact

The People’s Compact









Necessary.
Inclusive.
Solution-Oriented.
No eastern or western Montana off-reservation impacts.
Enhances tribal member and tribal government self determination.
Protects water rights of all users.
Focuses on people, not governments.
For more information on The People’s Compact , visit our website at:
Website: https://thepeoplescompact.wordpress.com/
Email: mendingfencesact@gmail.com

vs.

The Government(s) Compact
The old water compact and Jon
Tester’s Senate bill S.3013 proposed to expand the control and
reach of federal and tribal government over Montana citizens and
their lands.

For more than thirty years, the
United States, state of Montana,
and the CSKT had an opportunity
to resolve this problem with a fair
and equitable solution that resolves the tribe’s claims while protecting the interests of the state
It failed to secure an appropriate
and its citizens.
settlement of the tribe’s decades
old water grievances, and did not What should have been a resoluquantify their federal reserved wa- tion that allowed the Indians and
ter rights in a way that reflects homesteaders to move past the
the Congressionally altered reser- divisiveness, instead became a
multi-government expansion of
vation that exists today.
control over the state’s natural
One could reasonably argue that
resources and the people they
the negotiating parties used the
claim to “represent.”
Trojan horse of a tribal water settlement to empower and enrich There was no representation or
governments while ignoring the consideration of the people by
needs of the people they represent. these governments.

billion!
FEDERALIZES the water in
western Montana, giving federal
and tribal governments the ability
to regulate and control its uses.
KILLS future growth and development in western Montana.
ERASES the history and heritage
of generations of people who
have lived and worked together as
a community. This beautiful place
is the home of Indians and Homesteaders alike.
EXPANDS government reach and
control through our property and
water.

It’s time to let go of a very bad solution and replace it with far betInstead of fixing a problem, their To note, the CSKT Water Compact ter, common sense approach to
“negotiated settlement” did little supported by these 3 governments: resolving a very difficult problem.
more than cement the foundation
RIPS OFF Tribal members speciOur future
for decades of future litigation
fying that not one dime of damage
depends on it
over water and property rights
monies will be distributed to indicovering 2/3 of Montana.
vidual tribal members out of $2.3
November 2018
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AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO THE TRIBAL MEMBERS
OF THE CONFEDERATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES

The settlement of the federal reserved water rights of the CSKT
presents an opportunity for tribal
members and the CSKT government to finally and fully realize the
benefits of the water reserved to
them by the United States under
the 1908 Winters Doctrine. To enable this settlement to become a permanent and powerful vehicle for
the economic future of the reservation, however, a past unresolved
water rights issue must be reconciled.
In the same year that the Winters
Doctrine was established, Congress
authorized the construction of a
large irrigation project on the
Flathead Indian Reservation to
utilize the waters of the Flathead
River for the benefit of both the
Indians and settlers who lived on
the reservation. While the best
agricultural lands had already
been allotted to individual Indians
by 1908, for several reasons the
water was not fully used for tribal
agricultural development, a major
purpose of the Treaty of Hellgate.
The failure of the United States to
develop water for tribal purposes
gave rise to causes of action before
the Indian Claims Commission and
the United States Court of Claims.
The language from the tribe’s Petition to the Court of Claims and Indian Claims Commission is on
point:

on the east, south and west, With
Flathead Lake and mountains on
the north. Plaintiff still owns these
mountainsides, most of which are
covered with timber and are the
source of many streams flowing
down into the lowlands. Plaintiff
still owns the south half of Flathead Lake and the Flathead River
which flows out of the south end of
the lake. The water in these
streams arising on and flowing
through plaintiff's land is of large
value for irrigation purposes. Beginning with the Act of April 30,
1908, 35 Stat. 70, defendant, without the consent and over the protests of plaintiff, initiated and has
carried through the construction
and operation of an extensive irrigation project on said reservation
known as Flathead Irrigation Project. In so doing, defendant has
appropriated and used and is using large quantities of valuable
water belonging to the plaintiff
tribe as a whole, for the use and
benefit of the owners, mostly
whites, of allotted lands lying on
the lower portions of the reservation. No compensation has ever
been paid to the tribe for said water or the use thereat for irrigation
of said individually owned lands
pursuant to the purposes of defendant, and plaintiff is entitled to
recover from defendant just compensation therefor in an amount
to be determined by the court.”

“Plaintiff's 1855 treaty reservation
The tribes maintained throughout
is surrounded by high mountains
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these proceedings that they never
consented to the unauthorized taking and use of Tribal waters, and
so affirmed this view in Tribal Resolution No. 1527 while reluctantly
authorizing the dismissal of these
claims without prejudice:
WHEREAS, the Tribes continue to
object to the unauthorized taking
and use of Tribal waters and by
the bringing of these suits before
the Indian Claims Commission
and the United States Court of
Claims have not given implied
tribal recognition of the taking
and unauthorized use…
The significant fact of unresolved,
historic damages for the development of water by the United States
for purposes other than tribal agricultural development forms an
important part of this People’s
Compact, which seeks the reconciliation and the development of the
quantified CSKT federal reserved
water rights.

PER CAPITA DISTRIBUTION
A substantial portion of the
settlement money in the People’s
Compact comes from the resolution
of this outstanding 1951 grievance
of the tribe. In accordance with
other Indian Claims Commission
and Court of Claims settlements,
85% of damages will be paid directly
to tribal members, and 15% of
settlement monies will be made
available for tribal programs.
November 2018
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COMPARISON OF 2015 CSKT COMPACT, TESTER BILL S.3013, AND MENDING FENCES ACT (MFA)
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2015 CSKT Compact/SB 262

S. 3013
Tester Bill

Mending
Fences Act

Quantify CSKT Federal Reserved Right

No

No

Yes

Funds for development of CSKT federal reserved water rights

No

No

Yes

Determine purpose of reservation

No

No

Yes

Promotes self-determination of Tribal members

No

No

Yes

Transfer ownership of FIP water users water
rights to CSKT
Tribal control over state, federal, & tribal lawbased water rights within FIP& reservation:
Unitary Management Ordinance / Board
State administration of state law-based water
rights
Off-reservation water rights

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

CSKT Compact “reverse quantifies” irrigator water rights, claim ownership
of remaining water resources, ~28 million acre feet. People’s Compact
brings quantification in line with other Montana compacts.
CSKT Compact/Tester bill did not quantify but provided funding for unrelated activities, habitat protection. People’s Compact funds critical infrastructure to develop tribal water right.
CSKT Compact & Tester bill misread purpose of Treaty as “homeland”;
Mending Fences Act determines on-reservation fishery; agriculture; industry; trade skill development from Articles 3,5,6 of Treaty
CSKT Compact/Tester Bill @$2.3 billion none directed to Tribal members’ .
MF Act. provides damages for past claims & distributes to Tribal members,
and develops Trade School for development of tribal skills
CSKT Compact/Tester Bill makes FIP federal irrigation water owned by US
solely for Tribes, not project users. MF Act leaves fed system intact.
CSKT Compact/Tester bill grants CSKT jurisdiction over water rights and the
future development of the Flathead River. MF Act maintains dual admin
system of tribal water code and state law for respective water rights.
Mending Fences Act similar to all other Compacts in MT, maintains dual
administrative system with tribal and state law
No off-reservation water rights in western or eastern Montana

Co-owned water rights on and off reservation

Yes

Yes

No

No co-owned water rights on or off reservation

Landowner operation and management of
project
Rehab & Improvement of FIP guaranteed

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Protection of FIP irrigator project user rights,
Walton Rights, Secretarial Rights

No

No

Yes

Yes LCBP
Split NPR

Yes LCBP
Split NPR

Yes / Yes

Protects individual Indian Allottee water
rights

No

No

Yes

Expands federal reserved rights beyond legal
meaning

Yes

Yes

No

BIA / CITT oversight of FIP operations

Yes

Yes

No

Mending Fences Act releases liens and enables turnover of project management and operations to landowners as per federal law
CSKT Compact/Tester bill does not specify funds will be used for this purpose instead of deconstruction of FIP
MF Act quantifies all water rights belonging to the United States, including
those held by project users through contract; Walton rights holders as
successors to Indian allotted lands; and secretarial rights. Requires Tribes
and US to drop duplicate claims; adjudication proceeds to MT water court.
S262 capped Net Power Revenue at $100k per year. The MF Act retains
low cost block of power and net power revenue as permanent to the project
Individual Indian allottees water rights are acknowledged in tribal and
state database. Individual Indian allottees have voluntary choice to join
tribal water management system. Default management is to BIA.
Compact and Tester bill expand the Winters Doctrine beyond reservation
boundaries, quantified volumes, and priority dates; MFA does not expand
Winter’s Doctrine
MFA transfers project oversight responsibility to Bureau of Reclamation

$2.3 B

$600-775 M

Component

Flathead Irrigation low cost block of power
and net power revenue features
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Cost

Notes

People’s Compact is an estimation using historic records and other data

Flathead Project: from Raw Deal to a Fair Deal

Pablo Feeder Canal

Mission Reservoir

The 2015 water compact was a appropriated 1.5 million acre feet
betrayal of Flathead Project (FIP) for irrigation and power production
irrigators on many levels.
in Flathead Lake, and approximately 1 million acre feet from the FlatAlthough 90% of the lands served by
head River tributaries, including the
the project are privately owned, the
Little Bitterroot Drainage, for the
federal, state and tribal governirrigation project and associated
ments agreed to give the CSKT tribpower facilities for Mission Valley
al government bare legal title to
Power. The United States’ rights are
100% of project water while at the
held for project irrigators by consame reducing historic water delivtract; and in trust for the Tribes by
eries to irrigator lands by 40-70%.
the United States.
Adding to this lopsided and damagCurrently the adjudication of these
ing agreement, Jon Tester’s S.3013
water rights is on hold pending the
proposed to transfer the manageresolution of the Tribes’ federal rement and ownership of project infraserved rights. The People’s Comstructure to the tribes. Imagine bepact resolves this hold so the Moning obligated to an adversarial tribtana Water Court can complete the
al government for the delivery of
adjudication of water rights in the
water that is necessary for your livetwo hydrologic basins within which
lihood.
the Reservation is located.
A Far Better Solution
Under the People’s Compact, the
The People’s Compact proposes a CSKT maintain the full volume of
different approach to resolve both interim instream flow water awardthe CSKT and irrigator’s water ed to them in 1985 by the courts,
rights on the project, as is necessary and irrigators will receive actual
due to the integrated nature of the historic water deliveries.
physical infrastructure and use of
Project Rehabilitation
water within the reservation.
The FIPP was built as an integrated
This is demonstrated by the fact
irrigation and power project with
that in addition to federal reserved
the overall goal to make the reservawater rights held in trust for the
tion productive by serving all resiCSKT, the United States appropridents.
ated water pursuant to state law to
Flathead Lake, and the Flathead The people’s settlement proposes to
River and its tributaries for the pur- fund development of the CSKT fedposes of irrigation and power gener- eral reserved rights for agriculture
ation associated with the Flathead thus benefit the Tribes, irrigators,
businesses, power consumers, and
Irrigation and Power Project.
other reservation residents.
Under state law, the United States
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Flathead Irrigation and Power Project

It proposes money be designated to
pay for the rehabilitation of the project making more water available
instream flow and irrigation. It
prompts Congress to shift project
oversight and rehabilitation functions to the Bureau of Reclamation.
The People’s Compact includes provisions for the release of project construction liens on irrigator properties paid off in 2004.
In 1948 Congress earmarked a low
cost block of power to support irrigation operations. Any incidental net
power revenue was to benefit the
project. In 1972 the Court of Claims
dismissed the tribe’s Low
Cost
Block of Power grievance saying:
“Upon the foregoing findings of fact,
which are made a part of the judgment herein, the court concludes as
a matter of law that plaintiffs are
not entitled to recover on the claim
stated in Paragraph 13 of the petition and as to that claim the petition
is dismissed.”
In keeping with federal law,
Congressional intent and the
Court‘s decision, the People’s
Compact requires that these features remain permanently attached
to the project.
Under the People’s Water Compact
federal irrigation project water
rights of both the tribe and irrigators are protected. It encourages a
positive economic outlook and will
unite the community by doing right
by all people whose lands are served
by the project.
November 2018

How Will the People’s Compact
Protect My Water Right in Western Montana?
The philosophy of the People’s Com- other Montanans with state water
pact is to follow existing law. It rights.
strives to ensure that the claims of
In a recent publication, the
all water users will have some level
Montana DNRC noted that only
of certainty and predictability.

Through a tribal water code, the
tribe can register the use of the water, but the right itself remains private and is not under the control of
the tribal government.

Quantification is Key

Tribal Water Right

Montana tainted the statewide adjudication process by awarding vast
amounts of time immemorial offreservation water to the tribes in
the old compact. By doing so, it
placed its thumb on the scale of the
tribe’s unsubstantiated and unfounded claims, ensuring they
would not be scrutinized.
A proper quantification of the federal reserved water rights of the
CSKT was never done, however it
should have included:
1) the determination of the purpose
of the reservation, and
2) determination of the volume of
water necessary to fulfill the
purposes of the reservation.
The People’s Compact followed
these established guidelines, and
fairly quantifies the federal reserved water rights for the CSKT.
It also gives western Montana water users the same opportunity in
the water court as is afforded to all

November 2018

2% of western Montana water is
consumptively used. There is no
reason why anyone has to lose a
drop of water in the settlement of
western Montana claims.

CSKT tribal government water
rights exist on unallotted tribal
trust lands, water for future domestic, commercial, municipal and inAdministration
dustrial uses, as well as instream
A major component of the People’s flows.
settlement is that administration of Because the People’s Compact
water is implemented through a quantifies the water rights within
dual system in similar fashion to all the parameters of established law,
other Tribal Compacts in Montana. there are no off reservation CSKT
Under the dual administration pro- water rights. Instead the tribes will
visions of the People’s Compact, the have access to off reservation water
CSKT will administer the tribal only “in common with the citiwater resource and the state man- zens of the territory.”
ages and administers its own.
Other Claims
A Water Court-appointed Special
Master will assist the Water Court Under the terms of the People’s
in finalizing the adjudication of Compact, non-federal reserved wastate based water rights and to re- ter rights claims, including groundsolve disputes between tribal or water, for state law-based water
state law that may arise in the im- rights filed in the Montana General
plementation of the settlement. Stream adjudication by the Tribes
This takes water decisions out of and the United States on their bepolitics and places them in a neu- half will be withdrawn.
tral, legal and proper venue.
These include the conflicting claims
for project water rights in the FIP
Allotee Water Rights
held by contract between the UnitWater rights on lands that were ed States, the districts, and individallotted by the federal government ual irrigators. Walton and Secretarcarry an 1855 priority date whether ial water rights claims are also recthey remain in the ownership of ognized. Any United States’ state
tribal members (allottees), or are based claims filed with the Water
owned by non-Indian successors in Court remain intact to be adjudicatinterest (Walton Rights) to the orig- ed by the Water Court.
inal allotment.
Withdrawal of Claims
The old water compact gave the water rights of tribal member allottees The settlement requires withdrawal
to the tribe as part of the federal of all U.S./CSKT off-reservation
reserved water right, despite the claims in both western and eastern
Montana. This enables the Water
fact that they are privately owned.
Court to focus on state based water
The People’s Compact stipulates claims to complete its adjudication
that those rights remain private process within the time frame set
with an 1855 priority date. by the Montana legislature.
BOTH SIDES of the Divide
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What about Flathead Lake
and Hungry Horse Reservoir?
10,000 claims filed in June 2015,
be withdrawn from the water
rights adjudication proceedings.
State law-based water claims from
Flathead Lake, including those of
the United States, are currently
on hold in the Montana General
Stream Adjudication pending the
resolution of the federal reserved
rights of the CSKT.

Photo: Flathead River Empties into the North
End of Flathead Lake by Katie Brady

The Old Compact:
Harmful to the Flathead
The old water compact proposed to
give the United States / CSKT all
of the water in Flathead Lake.
One claim alone awards “all naturally occurring surface water in
Flathead Lake up to the shoreline
elevation of 2,883 feet above mean
sea level. This single claim has a
time immemorial priority date
to nearly 19 million acre feet of
water! The claim further specifies
The sources for this water right
include all named and unnamed
tributaries that drain directly into
Flathead Lake.

Except for a clearly defined volume
of water reserved by the United
States for the CSKT from the Kerr
Dam Reservoir, all of the water in
Flathead Lake remains a state water resource available to the people
of Montana. This resolves the
chokehold that the old compact
placed on Flathead Lake, and on
“all named and unnamed tributaries that drain into Flathead Lake.”

In 1877, the federal government
delegated control of non-navigable
water to the states in the Desert
Land Act, but have been trying
unsuccessfully to get it back ever
since. What better way to Federalize the clean, abundant and valPer the terms of their treaty, tribal
uable waters of western Montana
members will have access to offthan to do it under the auspices of
reservation water “in common
an Indian water settlement?
with the citizens of the territory.”

The People’s Compact: A Work- Hungry Horse
able Solution

When the 1855 Treaty of Hellgate
was ratified by Congress, the
tribe’s title to all off-reservation
lands was extinguished. While government attorneys, bureaucrats,
and activist judges would like to
confuse and rewrite this history,
So what could that claim mean for Article I of the Treaty is clear:
the towns and cities, and the peo- The said confederated tribe of Indiple living in Flathead and Lake ans hereby cede, relinquish, and
Counties?
convey to the United States all
The three governments supporting their right, title, and interest in
the old compact declined to study and to the country occupied or
its impacts, but common sense dic- claimed by them….
tates that it would have devastat- Because no legal foundation exists
ed the areas of western Montana for off reservation time immemorilocated to the north and east of the al water claims, the People’s Comreservation by significantly re- pact excludes them. It requires all
stricting future growth and devel- off reservation claims filed as part
opment, or making it impossible.
of the old water compact, and the
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Photo: Hungry Horse Reservoir and Dam

In 2002 Montana determined that
100,000 acre feet of water was
available to satisfy future needs
from Hungry Horse Reservoir. All
of that water will remain available
to the state.
The People’s Compact helps the
tribes and western Montanans
share the benefits of these reservoirs, while leaving the abundant
water in these basins open for future growth and development.
November 2018

Resolving Eastern Montana’s
10,000 CSKT Claims Problem
2/3 of the state, paving the way for
future litigation by the CSKT and
other tribes.
If the old water compact is ratified
by Congress, the state compacting
process does not allow for any examination of these unprecedented
and ridiculous claims that Montana
allowed to be filed.
If something isn’t done, those
claims will continue to be a cloud
over the water and property rights
of 2/3 of the state of Montana.
Eastern Montanans were sold a bill
of goods that was little different
than the bait and switch perpetrated in western Montana.

Many Montanans are not aware of,
or simply can’t wrap their mind
around the fact that one small
western Montana tribe could upset
the water rights apple cart in an
area that covers nearly 2/3 of one of
the largest states in the country!
After decades of water rights
adjudication in eastern Montana,
most property owners probably
thought their water rights would
forever be secured within the various Final Decrees that have been
or would soon be issued by the
Montana Water Court.
Unfortunately, in 2014-2015 it became a successful strategy for the
state and tribal governments to
divide Montanans with the threat
of reopening closed basins in eastern Montana if the Flathead Water
Compact was not ratified.
Despite its questionable ratification in 2015, the U.S. / CSKT followed through with their threat by
filing 10,000 claims.
The map
above shows the extent of off reserNovember 2018

The threat of these claims was
effectively used to scare people into
vation claims filed after the old wa- throwing their fellow Montanans
under the bus in 2015. In 2018, it
ter compact was ratified.
is being used to beat the water
Here are a few things that eastern court into submission for fear of
Montanans probably don’t know wreaking havoc in the state water
about these 10,000 claims:
rights adjudication process.
1) All off-reservation water claims The Solution
filed by the United States/CSKT
carry a time immemorial aborigi- Montanan’s must unite in support
of the People’s Compact, which
nal priority date.
stays within the confines of the
2) These claims have no founda- law. Because they don’t legally
tional basis in the law or the exist, tribal off reservation intribe’s Treaty. The three govern- stream flow claims are excluded.
ments know this. Instead the
claims continue to be used to The People’s Compact properly
strong arm Montanan’s into ac- quantifies the tribe’s federal recepting the federalization of water served water rights and limits
them to the amount of water neceswest of the continental divide.
sary to fulfill the purpose of the
3) The government endorsed water reservation. Its terms require offcompact specifies that once reservation claims be withdrawn
Congress ratifies it, these claims from the adjudication proceedings.
and others will never finally be
dismissed, leaving a cloud on wa- By limiting the United States and
CSKT claims to their lawful
ter rights throughout the state.
purpose, the water rights of all
These unfounded and unexamined Montanans will remain out of the
claims could lead to new claims of reach of the federal government.
aboriginal access to lands covering
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